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colleagues to join me in celebrating the tremendous accomplishments and extraordinary
contributions of Health Services Incorporated—an organization that has worked tirelessly to provide quality and innovative
healthcare to the citizens of Alabama for more
than 50 years.
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Ms. SEWELL of Alabama. Mr. Speaker,
today I am honored to congratulate Health
Services Incorporated on its 50th anniversary
of providing affordable health and wellness
services to residents of Alabama’s 7th Congressional District.
Throughout its 50-year history, Health Services has provided extraordinary healthcare
service to the City of Montgomery and its surrounding communities. As a participant in the
Federal Health Center Program, Health Services has worked tirelessly to improve the
health of the underserved by delivering primary care, pediatric services, dentistry, optometry, family planning, counseling services, veteran benefits, WIC services, and healthcare
enrollment services.
Health Services traces its origin back to the
late Senator J. Lister Hill, an innovator in his
own right who pioneered healthcare legislation
such as the Hill-Burton Act. This act was instrumental in providing federal funds to construct medical facilities such as Health Services with the goal of expanding quality health
coverage to all Americans, especially those in
rural or lower income areas.
Beginning as a small clinic in the basement
of Montgomery City Hall in 1968, Health Services used funds made available by the HillBurton Act to construct their first clinic in the
early 1970s. The building was renamed the
Lister Hill Health Center in 1973 to honor Senator Hill. After the renaming, Health Services
began expanding its operation, opening its
second clinic in 1981 to serve Montgomery
County’s rural population.
In 1995 Health Services opened its first
school-based center and began expanding
into other rural Alabama counties, including its
Lowndes County office in 1998. Since then,
the doctors and providers at Health Services
have expanded to 10 locations across 5 counties. Health Services has grown to be the
number one healthcare provider to the underserved in South Central Alabama.
All of Health Services’ locations operate on
a sliding fee schedule to ensure the availability
of quality health care to all of those who need
medical attention. In addition to helping patients register for federal healthcare programs,
Health Services also pioneers programs to
bring health information to the communities it
serves.
Presently, Health Services Women’s Pavilion sees an average of 450 obstetrical patients and another 300 women seeking gynecological services each month. For low-income
families without health insurance, Health Services’ low fees and accessible healthcare are
invaluable. In Montgomery County, Alabama,
15.8 percent of the population is uninsured,
and in Lowndes County, 17 percent of Alabamians are uninsured. Without groups like
Health Services, it would be extremely difficult
for underserved residents in Montgomery,
Lowndes, and other counties across Central
Alabama to have access to quality healthcare.
On behalf of the 7th Congressional District,
the State of Alabama and this nation, I ask my
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Mr. POE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, the world
today is in a new era of great power rivalry.
Resurgent Russia and China are challenging
U.S. interests across the globe. Both are rapidly modernizing their militaries to directly challenge America’s dominance on the battlefield
and to undermine our alliances around the
world. The potential for major conflict is closer
now than it has been since the Cold War.
China and Russia’s rising power has huge
implications for how we trade, how we target
rogue regimes, and how the entire international system works. While we often focus
on Iran and North Korea’s nuclear programs,
we tend to overlook the two atomic arsenals
that pose the greatest danger to our security.
But with Russia and China’s aggressive behavior in places like Ukraine, Georgia, and the
South China Sea, we are forced to rethink our
deterrence against such threats.
Comparing our nuclear arsenals, it’s clear
China and Russia have been intent on challenging U.S. dominance and coercing our
friends for some time. While we have barely
upgraded some of our nuclear systems since
they were first deployed in the early 1980s,
China and Russia have introduced new weapons. We may be reluctant to maintain and upgrade such devastating weapons, but our strategic rivals are not. If we allow Russia or
China to achieve nuclear superiority over us,
the results will be dire for our allies and for the
international order we have spent decades
building.
Just in March, Vladimir Putin unveiled several new nuclear weapons intended to make
our missile defenses ‘‘useless.’’ They include
a new heavy ICBM, a nuclear-powered cruise
missile with ‘‘unlimited range,’’ and a nuclearpowered unmanned submarine designed to
sneak into coastal cities and explode. Such a
heavy investment in nuclear arms is concerning and demonstrates Putin’s priority is
not disarmament but strategic dominance.
However, Putin left something out of his
threatening display. He did not include the
new ground-launched cruise missile which the
State Department has said for years is violating the INF Treaty. This missile undermines
years of arms control negotiations and the
good faith we have hoped to build with the
Russians since the end of the Cold War. With
the New START treaty expiring in 2021, the
INF violation casts real doubt on continued
strategic arms limitations with the Russians
going forward. If the START treaty expires, the
Russians will be completely free to expand
their nuclear stockpile to what it was during
the darkest days of the Cold War. This will
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likely force others—including ourselves—to
also build more bombs.
Worse, now that China is a major rival, we
could be pushed into a situation more dangerous than the Cold War. We have been fortunate that China has kept its nuclear stockpile relatively small, focusing on minimal deterrence. But China is building new delivery systems to match our own and is not restrained
to arms control agreements like those between the U.S. and Russia. China is rapidly
building new ballistic missile submarines and
mobile ICBMs which will further strain our military’s ability to track. Beijing is also making
advances in hypersonic missiles that will make
early warning systems ineffective.
Yet, the major concern with China is its willingness to proliferate nuclear technology to
rogue regimes. Iran, North Korea, and Pakistan have all benefited from Chinese assistance. In many cases, China has directly sold
nuclear and missile technology to these terrorist regimes. China’s low regard for non-proliferation standards has been irresponsible and
created increased instability around the globe.
For too long we have not addressed the
source of these rising threats. North Korea
and Iran are major problems, but they would
be far more isolated and far less dangerous if
they did not have backing from Russia and
China. Even our need for missile defense—
which China and Russia claim is so destabilizing—would be unnecessary if these rogue
regimes did not have help from Moscow and
Beijing.
As we think about the future of our nuclear
forces and the future of arms control, we must
have a clear view of the threats we face.
China and Russia are capable adversaries.
Left unchecked they will surpass us and make
the world less safe. Therefore, we must continue to engage them to restrict the number
and capability of these terrible weapons while
making clear we will not allow them to gain
the nuclear advantage.
Ronald Reagan once said, ‘‘a nuclear war
cannot be won and must never be fought.’’
We must continue his legacy by seeking a
world without nuclear arms.
And that’s just the way it is.
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Mr. MCNERNEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise, along
with my colleagues from the Bay Area, Representatives MARK DESAULNIER, ANNA ESHOO,
JOHN GARAMENDI, JARED HUFFMAN, BARBARA
LEE, JACKIE SPEIER, ERIC SWALWELL and MIKE
THOMPSON.
As members who represent Bay Area communities, we are proud to stand in support of
the Bay Area Climate Action Forum, which will
be held both before and after the Global Climate Action Summit in San Francisco.
Science continues to produce overwhelming
evidence that climate change is accelerating
and bringing increasingly negative impacts
around the globe. The devastating, and in
some cases irreversible, costs impact our
economy, health and the general wellbeing of
all residents in the San Francisco Bay Area
and around the globe.
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